
WHAT IS THE EXACT SIZE OF THE IMAGE FILE YOU CREATED IN BYTES

Our common bit RGB image size is three bytes per pixel when . We can't state any exact size numbers, because when
creating the JPG file (in camera or in.

At the top is shown the "open" file size,  Figure 11 The image 'properties' as seen in Windows 7 Looking at
the file 'properties' will show that the image has dimentions of x pixels. If uncompressed, the data is three
bytes per pixel. No quality is lost when images are stored and reloaded in TIFF format. But each copy is made
up of a different number of pixels which just expand in size to fit the image size. Print Size is its size when
printed on paper inches or mm. Usually that will be images saved at dpi, unless they are only intended for the
web where the common resolution is 72 dpi. What if we reduced the palette to colors? PNG is supported by
most web browsers and image editors, but it isn't widely used-- it's undoubtedly the most underrated image file
format. Usually you will be save the image either as a TIFF file, which can have compression or none at all, or
as a JPEG file, which will always have compression. Remember, these numbers are actual pixels per inch on
the print, not the ppi setting of the image file. Scanning the original source-- the negative or slide-- always
produces better quality than scanning a print. Both images now have the same resolution, it is now the image
size of each that is clearly different. For some other types of data, such as images, audio, and video, it may be
perfectly acceptable to deliver an "approximate" representation of the original data. Mild JPG compression is
our classic standard for viewing and printing, generally no problem as long as it is understood and treated
correctly, but just don't overdo it. So the next time you are asked what file size is need for a quarter page RGB
photo, fold an A4 twice to give you 6 Mb. Bad compression effects can add visible added JPG artifacts ,
which we can learn to see. I will avoid it until all major web browsers Internet Explorer, Mozilla, and the Mac
browsers have supported it for at least a year. Don't cut off your nose to spite your face. It is informational
only. Obviously the smaller you set it, the more information you will lose. Data compression while in the file
varies data size too much for bytes to have specific meaning about image size. File sizes might vary over a
range due to extreme scene detail differences. It is the number of pixels in an image that determine file size;
resolution by itself is not enough. They must be converted to a standard format by a RAW converter or
de-mosaicing program before they can opened by an image editor. You can also choose to tick the Constrain
Proportion if you want the measure to adjust according to the changes you make. The Width and Height
attributes are ignored. So while both 'image sizes' may be the same, the resolution of each is clearly different.
We would prefer not to see any of them in our images. Some content-management systems, such as Drupal,
may include an image module that automatically creates a scaled copy of the image at the size you specify, but
if you're editing pages in a web authoring program like Dreamweaver or KompoZer, the chances are you're
forcing every web site visitor to download far too much information and then make their computer work quite
hard at doing the downscaling. Photoshop has an Image Size panel that can be used as a calculator. The kind
of mailbox size or. Thankfully, what we've described so far is the "uncompressed" image format. Image size
dimensions in pixels also greatly affects data size the  File Size There is actually an easier way to ask the
editor what he really wants and that has to do with file size. Almost all the images you use will fit one of these
sizes. You might reason that these first edits are important, and any use would want them, so overwriting the
original file is a good plan.


